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Wiley X is obsessed with eyewear safety, and as a world-leading 
supplier of hunting and shooting eyewear it guarantees that all its 

products are tested to the highest levels possible. 

Protection -  
One step further
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TEST METHOD, ANSI Z87.1 HIGH MASS TEST  
DESCRIPTION: A steel 500 gram (17.5 oz) pointed  
missile is dropped from a height of 127 cm (50”)  
on top of the lenses that is attached to a headform.
PURPOSE: This test is intended to determine the 
capability of a protector to resist impact from  
relatively heavy, pointed objects traveling at low  
velocity.

  
TEST METHOD, ANSI Z87.1 PENETRATION TEST  
DESCRIPTION: A 44.2 gram (1.5 oz) needle is  
dropped from a height of 127 cm (50”) on top  
of the lenses that is attached to a headform. 
PURPOSE: This test is intended to determine the 
capability of a lens to resist penetration by a low  
mass pointed projectile.

TEST METHODS USED AT WILEY X INTERNAL LABS

EN 166F (SAFETY GLASSES)
Frame and lens must withstand the 
impact of a 6 mm (.25”) steel ball 
weighing 0.86 gram (0.03 oz) fired 
at 162 km/h (147 fps). The lens must 
remain in the frame and should not 
be shattered. The frame must remain 
intact as well.

Due to the amount of testing 
required for its products, Wiley X, Inc. 
has developed and implemented all 
the necessary equipment and  
resources for its internal testing 
laboratory and achieved a worldwide 
accreditation to the ISO 17025 
standard which governs general 
requirements for the competence of 
testing and calibration laboratories.

Combining shatterproof lenses  
and durable frames with premium 
design has been the objective of  
Wiley X since it started 30 years  
ago.  

Hunters and shooters around the 
world – from the elite professional 
shooter to the everyday hunter – have 
endorsed and adopted the brand 
because Wiley X lenses deliver peace 
of mind.  

Absolute. Premium. Protection. 
isn’t just a tagline, it’s a mantra that it 
believes in, strives for, and delivers.  

Rest assured, you know you’re 
protected when you wear Wiley X. 

But what are all these standards?  
And how stringent are they? 
 
ANSI HIGH VELOCITY IMPACT Frames 
and lenses must withstand the impact 
of a 6.35 mm (.25”) diameter steel ball 
fired at 164.6 km/h (150 fps).
 
V0 BALLISTIC TESTS (MILITARY 
BALLISTICS) Frames and lenses must 
withstand the impact of a .15 calibre 
(3.8 mm/5.85 grain) fragment fired 
at a velocity of 700-720 km/h (640 - 
660 fps) at a distance of 60 cm (24”). 
This ensures our lenses and frames are 
practically indestructible.

ANSI HIGH MASS IMPACT TEST  
Wiley X ANSI tested frames and 
lenses must withstand the weight of a 
500 grams (1.1 lbs) pointed projectile 
dropped from a height of 127 cm 
(50”). This test pretty much ensures 
they will stand up to anything you will 
encounter.

EN 166S (SAFETY GLASSES) Frame 
and lens must withstand the impact 
of a 22 mm (.85”) steel ball weighing 
43 grams (1.5 oz) dropped from 1.3 
metres (51”) at a speed of 18 km/h 
(16 fps). The lens must remain in the 
frame and should not be shattered. 
The frame must remain intact as well.

Since it was established in 1987, 
Wiley X has been a global 
leader in the protective eyewear 
market supplying military 

forces and law enforcement personnel 
with top of the line ballistic eyewear. 

 It realised the need for eye 
protection beyond those applications  
– for hunting, outdoor sports and 
leisure activities – but still tests its 
sunglasses to some of the highest 
safety and optical standards. 

In fact, Wiley X tests many of 
its hunting and shooting styles up 
against the toughest eyewear test in 
the world – the military ballistic test. 
In order to pass this test, the eyewear 
has to withstand a .15 calibre (3.8mm/ 
5.85 grain) fragment fired at a velocity 
of 700-725 km/h (640 - 660 fps) 
at a distance of 60 cm (24”).  This 
is extremely important as hunters 
and shooters can easily encounter 
a stinging branch, a reed in the eye 
during a duck hunt, a clay fragment 
on the shooting range or a ricochet. 

To meet this level of protection, 
Wiley X eyewear uses the world’s 
most durable and lightweight 
materials: shatterproof Selenite™ 
polycarbonate lenses with scratch 
resistant T-Shell™ hardcoat and 
virtually indestructible Triloid™ nylon 
frames. 

TEST METHOD, ANSI Z87.1 HIGH-VELOCITY IMPACT  
DESCRIPTION: Eyewear is subjected to multiple impacts 
by a steel ball traveling at 164 km/h (150 fps) for 
spectacles and 274 km/h (250 fps) for goggles. 
PURPOSE: This test is intended to determine the 
capability of a protector to resist impact from high 
velocity, low mass projectiles.

  
TEST METHOD, MIL-PRF-32432 V0 BALLISTICS IMPACTS 
DESCRIPTION: Eyewear is subjected to impacts by a  
steel 4 point fragment simulating projectile (FSP)  
(.15V0) travelling at 700-725 km/h (640-660 fps) 
PURPOSE: Be sufficiently durable to remain intact (i.e.  
all components required for protection and proper 
retention of the eyewear remain attached) upon/after 
impact. GTW


